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Suit may have a leg to stand on 
 

KINGMAN, Ariz. - Mohave County Attorney Matt Smith has conceded county officials may have violated 

open meeting law by failing to provide proper public notice of intent to form the non-profit corporation that 

sold bonds for the county administrative government complex construction project. 

Smith is the first legal official to respond to the claim filed by government watchdog-critic Bill Ullery. The 

Lake Havasu City man, through a Bullhead City lawfirm, filed a claim alleging the public was not provided 

proper notice. 

After reviewing the claim and a couple of legal opinions, Smith has decided the Board of Supervisors 

should correct any possible violations through proper actions, properly noticed for a meeting set next 

Monday. 

``I think that we want to bend over backwards to dot every 'I' and cross every 'T' just to eliminate any 

possible doubt or argument that's going to come from the other side," Smith said. 

The county attorney said any violation of the open meeting law was unintentional and technical in nature. 

For example, Smith said, one of the possible problems involved a simple typographical error. 

Whether the Board of Supervisors corrects any previous alleged open meeting law problems at Monday's 

meeting still leaves unanswered the question of whether Ullery and supporters will further argue that sale 

of bonds to finance the project should be nullified and done again as well. 

Nullification would bring delay in development of the $20-million project and could be expensive given 

rising interest rates that could prevail at another sale. 

Ullery said the corrective action contemplated next week is appreciated but he's not certain whether he and 

his lawyers will follow up with a legal challenge of the bond sale. He said he must confer with counsel on 

that point. 

But Ullery also speculated that corrective action alone would concede a process flaw wherein the law might 

require that the bond sale be nullified. 

``What really bothers me about this, in talking with attorneys, was the potential there for federal violation 

of SEC regulations because the initial formation of that corporation that sold the bonds was faulty at the 

outset," Ullery said. ``There could be felonies here if you read the law strictly." 

Board Chairman Pete Byers said the claim is a ploy attempting to indicate concern over process when, in 

reality, it's instead an effort to torpedo the building project and create an election season issue for 

challengers to use against incumbents. 

``I think this is just a big political smokescreen," Byers said. ``But the problem is that it could hold up 

construction of our building and cost the county millions of dollars." 

Smith agreed with Byers' analysis that the claim is a politically charged attempt to unravel the project. He 

said he expects the legal and political battle will continue no matter what the Board of Supervisors does 

next week. 


